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The novel opens with Aunt Polly scouring the house in search of her nephew, Tom Sawyer. She finds him in the closet, discovers that his hands are covered with jam, and prepares to give him a whipping. Tom cries out theatrically, "Look behind you!" and when Aunt Polly turns, Tom escapes over the fence. After Tom is gone, Aunt Polly reflects wistfully on Tom's mischief and how she lets him get away with too much.

Tom comes home at supper time. He is flagrantly unclean and says that he has been skipped school that afternoon and went instead to the stores to buy a chicken and a duck for a friend of his. Aunt Polly is satisfied. Tom and the new arrivals eat their supper and eventually choose their way to the house.

When he returns home in the evening, Tom finds Aunt Polly waiting for him. She notices his dirtied clothes and resolves to make him work the next day, a Saturday, as punishment.

On Saturday morning, Aunt Polly sends Tom out to whitewash the fence. Jon passes by, and Tom tries to get him to do some of the whitewashing in return for a "white alley," a kind of muddle. Jon almost agrees, but Aunt Polly appears and chases him off, leaving Tom alone with his task.
The novel opens with Aunt Polly screeching the house in search of her nephew, Tom Sawyer. She finds him in the closet, discovers that his hands are covered with jam, and prepares to give him a whipping. Tom cries out theatrically, “Look behind you!” and when Aunt Polly turns, Tom escapes over the fence. After Tom is gone, Aunt Polly reflects sorrowfully on Tom’s mischief and how she lets him get away with too much.

Tom comes home at supper time. He is all black with soot and has a bad habit of lying. During supper, Aunt Polly tells him that he will have to be whipped if he were to go to bed after 9 o’clock. Tom is still wide awake, and his father, Tom’s half-brother, is not at home. Aunt Polly is satisfied.

Tom and the new arrival exasperated her. The new arrival is a boy her own age, with dirty, ill-smelling clothes, and Tom’s half-brother, who has a habit of lying. He is still wide awake, and his father is not at home. Aunt Polly is satisfied.

When he returns home in the evening, Tom finds Aunt Polly waiting for him. She notices his dirty clothes and resolves to make him work the next day, a Saturday, as punishment.

On Saturday morning, Aunt Polly sends Tom out to whitewash the fence. Jim goes by, and Tom tries to get him to do some of the whitewashing in return for a “white alley,” a kind of marble. Jim almost agrees, but Aunt Polly appears and chases him off, leaving Tom alone with his tabor.
Interactive writing is a dynamic instructional method where teacher and students work together to construct a meaningful text while discussing the details of the writing process. The writing demands of the Common Core standards require explicit and efficient teaching guidance, which is at the heart of interactive writing. Learn four specific...

Extending Interactive Writing Into Grades 2–5 | Reading ...

Honestly, throughout most of high school and college, I was a mediocre essay writer. Every once in a while, I would write a really good essay, but mostly I skated by with B's and A-minuses. I know personally how boring writing an essay can be, and also, how hard it can be to write a good one Writing an Essay? Here Are 10... - The Write Practice

The Purdue Online Writing Lab Welcome to the Purdue OWL. We offer free resources including Writing and Teaching Writing, Research, Grammar and Mechanics, Style Guides, ESL (English as a Second Language), and Job Search and Professional Writing.

OWL // Purdue Writing Lab

Hiring and Retaining Teachers of Color With a growing body of research showing the positive impact of diverse teachers on student outcomes, districts and schools are looking to hire more teachers of color.

Education Northwest | Creating Strong Schools and Communities

Drama is fun and natural for children. Youngsters at play are always inventing characters, scenes, and stories, using expressive voices and invented dialogue. One form of drama — Readers Theater — is particularly effective in building reading fluency, encouraging emotional growth, motivation

Scholastic.com for Librarians | Readers Theater: Teach ...

1. Identify Your Top Strengths. In order to transfer what you have learned into actionable steps, it's important to follow research-based concepts, such as applying your strengths.

Council Post: Put It Into Practice: 14 Actionable Ways To ...

AHRQ's Prevention/Care Management Portfolio works to improve the delivery of primary care services in order to meet Americans' needs for high quality, safe, effective, and efficient clinical prevention and chronic disease care.

Prevention and Chronic Care | Agency for Healthcare ...

Nurturing a love of reading comes naturally when we rely on good research to guide us. On edu@scholastic, we're featuring five important issues related to children's literacy development—and evidence supporting the importance of each one.

What the Research Says: Reading and Writing Connections
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